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Communicating with radio traffic while wearing hearing protection
This is the Elacin RC SoloCom
Listen to your colleagues talking on the walkie-talkie while wearing your hearing protection. The Elacin RC
SoloCom works as two-way radio earphones and hearing protection in one. The advantages?
Optimal protection, safe communication and a comfortable fit. In this way, everyone on the work floor receives
the correct instructions and everyone communicates on the same line.

Connect the Elacin RC SoloCom to your walkie-talkie, place the hearing protection
in your ear and hear everything your colleagues say.
Importance of hearing protection
Sound is constantly present. Often hard, rarely soft. Hearing protection is therefore
desperately needed in the professional market. But one forgets this when
communicating. When the walkie-talkie turns on, the earplugs turn off. This can lead to
hearing problems such as ringing in the ears and tinnitus.
Next level communication
With the Elacin RC Solocom, you can protect your hearing, listen to the walkie-talkie
and hear your colleagues even better. No noise. No hollow sound. Excellent call
quality. That is the power of the Elacin RC SoloCom. The fine, ergonomic fit makes
you almost forget you're wearing Elacin.
What do you need to pair your earplugs with a radio system?
+ Elacin RC earplugs
+ Elacin RC Tube
+ A normal or ATEX radio with accompanying listening cable
Communicating to radio traffic with hearing protection in: that's how it works
If you want to listen to the radio traffic, click the SoloCom into the Elacin earplugs.
Then connect the SoloCom to the walkie-talkie with the supplied cable. In this way, all
communication through the earplugs reaches the employees.
Those who talk via radio traffic wear an Elacin RC SoloCom with the speech unit.
This is a microphone that you attach to your collar. Press the button to contact the radio network.
What do you need to communicate with hearing protection?
+ Elacin RC earplugs
+ Elacin RC SoloCom
+ A cable that connects to your radio (included)
+ Your own two-way radios PTT
+ Optional: Elacin PTT/Speech unit
Who is Elacin RC SoloCom designed for?
For anyone who works in noisy environments. Think of industrial environments, wood processing companies and
construction sites. The Elacin RC SoloCom is also suitable for teams in which not everyone has to talk, but mainly has
to listen. Such as emergency services, security services and operators.
The power of the Elacin RC SoloCom
+
+
+
+
+
+

Can be used with all RC filters
Connect to any radio communication system
Excellent speech intelligibility
Always safe communication
No new PTT/Speech unit needed
Perfect for teams with on-way communication
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Ergonomic fit
High wearing comfort
Made of robust material
Certified as a hearing protector
One year warrant

Visit elacin.com for more Elacin hearing protectors
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Application of use
+

+
+

Safe communication in the workplace, without
having to take the hearing protection out of
the ear.
Access to wireless communication in a noisy
(work) environment.
Anyone who wants to combine hearing protection
and communication.

Suitable for use in
The Elacin SoloCom is designed to provide maximum
communication in work related (crisis)situations.
Industrial environments
+ Industrial environments
+ construction, assembly and carpentry companies
+ Shipyards
+ Emergency services and security

For more information about the Elacin RC Hearing Protection, view product sheet Elacin RC Next Generation.
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